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Abstract
Purpose: we evaluated PET/MR-E for differentiation of fibrotic from inflammatory
strictures in patients affected by Crohn’s disease.
Materials and Methods: PET/MR-E of 19 Crohn's disease patients with strictures
who underwent surgical resection and pathologic confirmation were evaluated. Two
radiologists and a nuclear medicine physician evaluated the following bowel wall
PET/MR-E biomarkers: T2-weighted signal intensity (T2 SI), apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC), positron emission tomography (PET) standardized uptake value
(SUVmax), T2SI*SUVmax and ADC*SUVmax values at levels corresponding to
pathology specimens. MR, PET, and hybrid PET/MR biomarkers were compared,
and their performance for differentiating inflammatory from fibrotic strictures was
assessed. Mixed-model regression analysis was used to compare the average
imaging parameters between groups; the p-values were corrected for the five
comparisons using the Bonferroni method.
Results: three of the PET/MR-E biomarkers, SUVmax, T2SI*SUVmax, and
ADC*SUVmax showed significant differences in the fibrosis group compared with the
fibrosis+active and active only groups. The best discriminator between fibrosis and
active inflammation was the combined PET/MR-E biomarker ADC*SUVmax cutoff <
3000, which was associated with accuracy/sensitivity/specificity values of
0.71/0.67/0.73
Conclusions: PET/MR-E offers a potential non-invasive technique for differentiating
purely fibrotic strictures from mixed or inflammatory strictures. A hybrid biomarker
incorporating both MR and PET information performed better for stricture evaluation
than either modality alone.
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Introduction
Crohn’s disease is a chronic/relapsing inflammatory disease that is characterized
by transmural inflammation and can involve any part of the gastrointestinal tract1.
Imaging plays a crucial role in Crohn's disease diagnosis and management, by
determining disease extent as well as detecting extraluminal, extraintestinal, and
obstructive disease complications2. Imaging also has an important role in CD
phenotyping, with inflammatory, penetrating, and stricturing Crohn's disease
variants all associated with their own set of symptoms and treatment strategies3.
Stricture formation is one of the most important and challenging complications of
Crohn's disease, with an incidence of about 11% at Crohn's disease diagnosis that
tends to increase over time1,4. Crohn's disease strictures are commonly a cause of
acute clinical symptoms including abdominal pain, bowel obstruction, and
vomiting5. Strictures can either be caused by acute transmural inflammation/edema
or chronic mural deposition of extracellular matrix/fibrosis, or a combination of
both4,6.
Differentiation of inflammatory from fibrotic strictures has important clinical
implications, with medical therapies favored for the former and mechanical
treatments (surgical resection or dilatation) being the mainstay treatment for the
latter1,4,7. In addition, accurate detection of intestinal fibrosis would help triage
patients for potential responsiveness to anti-fibrotic agents that are in various
stages of development 6,8.
Strictures are detected on conventional imaging as areas of luminal narrowing with
associated proximal bowel dilation. However, current techniques are inadequate to
detect intestinal fibrosis.
Endoscopic techniques suffer from inability to evaluate the bowel wall layers deep
to the mucosa where extracellular matrix deposition occurs. As a result, several
clinical, laboratory and imaging tools have been used to help differentiate
inflammatory from fibrotic strictures, including computed tomography enterography
(CT-E), magnetic resonance enterography (MR-E), hybrid positron emission
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tomography computed tomography (PET/CT), serum and clinical biomarkers.
However, even these advanced techniques, with the possible exception of PET/CT
in selected studies, have not demonstrated reliable accuracy for detecting intestinal
fibrosis, likely due to the fact that fibrosis is often masked by concomitant active
inflammation1,4,7,9,10.
In fact PET/CT disclosed that SUVmax stricture/SUVmax liver scores tended to be
higher in the case of fibrotic strictures (2.2, range 2.1-4.3) than in inflammatory
strictures (3.8, range 10.7-10.6) and mixed strictures (2.7, range 1.8-5.4); however
these results were not statistically significant7.
In recent years a new hybrid imaging technique that couples positron emission
tomography with magnetic resonance (PET/MR) has been granted approval for
clinical use in several countries, although it has not received formal approval in the
USA for assessment of Crohn's disease. One of the main advantages of PET/MR
over PET/CT is the ability to combine the metabolic information of FDG-PET with
the anatomic detail and soft tissue contrast of MRI, moreover PET/MR is associated
with less radiation exposure than PET/CT.
The availability of simultaneous PET-MR image acquisition is ideally suited for coregistration of 2-deoxy-2-[fluorine-18] fluoro- D-glucose (FDG) PET maps onto the
bowel wall, which can be challenging using serial PET and MRI acquisition due to
bowel peristalsis. We hypothesized that FDG PET would have added value to the
ability of MR-E to detect intestinal fibrosis, specifically its ability to distinguish
inflammatory from fibrotic strictures. We retrospectively evaluated PET/MR-E for
differentiation of fibrotic from inflammatory strictures in patients affected by Crohn’s
disease.
Material and Methods
This Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act–compliant retrospective
study was approved by the institutional review board. Patients gave their written
informed consent for study enrollment.
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Consecutive patients scheduled for bowel surgery who underwent PET/MR
enterography (PET/MR-E) for Crohn’s disease from December 2012 to October
2014 were evaluated for inclusion in this study. Inclusion criteria were as follows:
(a) age 18 years or older with established diagnosis of Crohn’s disease, (b) surgical
bowel resection within 5 weeks following PET/MR-E imaging, (c) with available
histologic reference assessment for intestinal inflammation and fibrosis, (d) areas
of luminal narrowing identified on imaging at the matching location of the histology.
Exclusion criteria were as follows: (a) pregnancy, (b) blood glucose levels greater
than 140 mg/dL (7.77 mmol/L), (c) nondiagnostic PET/MR image quality, or (d)
contraindication to MRI including incompatible metallic hardware or devices, ocular
metallic foreign bodies, and claustrophobia.
PET/MR-E protocol
Patients fasted for at least 6 hours before imaging. On the day of imaging, blood
glucose level was assessed with a blood glucose meter (OneTouch Vita; LifeScan,
Milpitas, Calif) to ensure it was less than 140 mg/dL (7.77 mmol/L). Two hours
before PET/MR-E, patients started drinking a biphasic oral contrast solution
consisting of 4 vials of 58.30gr macrogol 4000 plus 0.020gr symethicon (Selgesse1000, Promefarm, Milan, Italy) diluted in 4 liters of water, followed by
intravenous injection of FDG, mean dose, 4.44 MBq per kilogram of body weight ±
1 (range, 370–400 MBq). Five minutes before the start of the PET/MR-E acquisition,
patients were asked to stop consuming the oral solution, and 20mg of Joscine Nbutilbromure (Buscopan, Boehringer Ingelheim, Milan, Italy) were injected
intravenously. PET/MR-E studies were acquired with a Biograph mMR scanner
(Siemens Healthcare) using two 12-channel body coils combined to form a
multichannel abdominal and pelvic coil by using total imaging matrix technology.
PET/MR-E imaging began a mean of 80 minutes ±12 after FDG injection.
Patients were scanned from level of the mid-thigh through the diaphragm using a
dedicated protocol that includes MR sequences acquired simultaneously with PET
(co-acquired sequences) and MR sequences run after completion of the PET data
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acquisition, including contrast enhanced coronal acquisitions.

Co-acquired

sequences are started along with PET acquisition from the mid-thigh and moved
toward the upper abdomen. MR sequences are acquired shallow free breathing in
the thighs and pelvis, and in expiratory breath-hold in the upper abdomen.
After completion of the PET data gathering, breath-hold coronal T2 weighted: half
Fourier single shot fast spin echo (HASTE), axial T2 weighted fat saturated HASTE,
and contrast enhanced T1 weighted coronal volume interpolated breath hold (VIBE)
sequences, run before contrast injection, during arterial, portal, and venous phase
of enhancement, are acquired to cover the abdomen and pelvis. Delayed coronal
and axial T1 weighted VIBE sequences are finally obtained.
The co-acquired part of the protocol ensures temporal and spatial matching of the
MR and PET information, a feature unique to PET/MR; meanwhile the stand-alone
MR sequences were subsequently co-registered and fused with the PET data.
Technical details are summarized in Table 1.
Histologic reference standard for bowel inflammation and fibrosis
All surgical bowel resection specimens were fixed in formalin, paraffin embedded,
sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin/eosin per routine clinical protocol. The
anatomic location of sectioned areas was documented with respect to defined
anatomic landmarks (e.g. ileocecal valve, appendix, or surgical resection margin).
An adaptation of the histological activity index (HAI) was used to assess for active
inflammation, with sections considered positive for active inflammation if mucosal
neutrophil infiltration or erosions were present.11. Intestinal fibrosis for also
assessed for each sectioned bowel segment, with sections scored positive if at least
moderate fibrosis was observed involving the submucosa or deeper layers. For
equivocal cases of fibrosis on hematoxylin and eosin stain (H&E) slides, Masson's
trichrome stain was also performed to assess collagen deposition.
Image evaluation of bowel inflammation and fibrosis
PET/MR-E images were fused by and evaluated at a dedicated workstation
(Syngo.via; Siemens Healthcare) by consensus agreement of three readers (two
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radiologists [OAC, MSG] and one nuclear medicine physician [EN] with 13, 11, and
25 years of experience, respectively). The location of the bowel segments with
histological reference was ascertained from a combination of the operative reports
and the gross descriptions from the pathology reports, with respect to anatomic
landmarks as described previously. All image analysis was performed in a blinded
fashion with respect to histologic reference results. The matching regions were then
identified on the PET/MR-E images using distance relative to the ileocecal valve,
appendix, or anus, as measured on axial and coronal T2-weighted images. Once
the bowel segment location was identified, an oval region of interest (ROI) (mean
size ± SD of the ROIs 0.51cm2 ±, 0.35, range 0.2-1.43cm2) was placed by one of
the radiologists (OAC, MSG) over the entire bowel wall on the matching T2weighted, diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC),
and PET standardized uptake value (SUV) maps. T2 signal intensity (T2 SI), ADC,
and maximum SUV (SUVmax) were recorded for each bowel segment. T2SI*SUVmax
and ADC*SUVmax values were also calculated multiplying T2SI and ADC values
with SUVmax respectively on an excel spread sheet (Microsoft Office Excel 2007,
Redmond, Washington, USA), Other parameters were not assessed because in a
preliminary exploratory unpublished analysis, performed on a different and smaller
group of patients, we found only the above biomarkers be the most useful for this
purpose.
Several quantitative PET/MR-E imaging biomarkers, including those obtained from
MR-E alone (T2 SI, ADC), PET alone (SUVmax), and both PET/MR-E (T2SI*ADC,
ADC*SUVmax) were calculated (Table 2) and then compared across histology
groups (fibrosis alone, fibrosis plus active inflammation, active inflammation alone).
We then evaluated the ability of these PET/MR-E quantitative biomarkers to
discriminate fibrosis from active inflammation using numerical thresholds (Table 3)
based on the values obtained for the different histological groups.
Statistical analysis
The average imaging parameters were compared between groups using mixedmodel regression analysis, with patient as a random effect, and patient group as a
fixed effect. The p-values were corrected for the five comparisons using the
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Bonferroni method. Computations were performed using the "R" statistics package
(Version 3.1.10), with the "lme4" and "lmerTest" libraries 12-14.
We calculated means and standard errors for sensitivity, specificity and accuracy
using a two-step bootstrap approach: first we selected one set of fibrosis
assessments for each patient at random, then we selected a sample from these
with replacement. We did this for for each of 1000 bootstrap replicates. The reason
for using this bootstrap approach was that the number of bowel segments evaluated
differed among patients.
Results
Out of 38 total patients who underwent PET/MR-E, 19 patients underwent bowel
resection within 5 weeks of imaging (mean 21±6 days) with histological reference
for active inflammation and fibrosis and were included in this study. In seven
patients, histology was available for a single bowel location, in ten patients at two
different locations, and in two patients at three locations. Therefore, our final
population comprises 19 patients (6M: 13F; mean age 37 ± 13 years) and 33 bowel
segments (10 colic, 11 ileal, 12 ileocolic) with matching PET/MR-E and histology.
The histology distribution of these bowel segments included 7 segments showing
active inflammation without fibrosis, 11 segments showing fibrosis without active
inflammation, and 15 segments demonstrating concomitant active inflammation and
fibrosis.
Three of the PET/MR-E biomarkers showed significant differences in the fibrosis
group compared with the fibrosis+active and active only groups—(1) SUVmax (1.9 +
0.7 fibrosis vs. 3.8 + 1.1 fibrosis+active and 3.2 + 1.6 active; p=0.03), (2) T2SI*SUV
(2206.1 + 813.4 fibrosis vs. 4894.7 + 1665.9 fibrosis+active and 4050.9 + 2102.5
active; p=0.046), and (3) ADC*SUV (2206.1 + 813.4 fibrosis vs. 4894.7 + 1665.9
fibrosis+active and 4050.9 + 2102.5 active; p=0.044). No significant differences
between histology groups were observed for T2SI and ADC alone (Table 2).
The best discriminator between fibrosis and active inflammation was the combined
PET/MR-E biomarker ADC*SUVmax cutoff < 3000, which was associated with mean
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sensitivity 0.67 +/- 0.21, mean specificity 0.73 +/- 0.13, mean accuracy 0.71 +/0.11. The next best was PET SUVmax < 2.5, with mean sensitivity 0.79 +/- 0.19,
mean specificity 0.61 +/- 0.15, mean accuracy 0.67 +/- 0.12(Figures 1, 2, 3). The
other quantitative biomarkers tested (T2SI*SUVmax < 2000, T2SI < 750, ADC <
1200) all were associated with lower test performance characteristics (Table 3) for
detection of fibrosis. Scatterplots of the above five parameters indicating fibrosis,
active inflammation and mixed fibrosis-active inflammation, are reported in Figure
4.
Discussion
Our study focused on the use of quantitative PET/MR-E biomarkers to discriminate
inflammatory from fibrotic strictures in Crohn's disease patients. Our results indicate
that three biomarkers (SUVmax, T2SI*SUVmax, ADC*SUVmax) demonstrated
significantly lower values in the fibrosis only histology group compared with the
mixed or active inflammation only groups. Among the imaging biomarkers we
compared, an ADC*SUVmax threshold of <3000 was the best discriminator between
fibrotic and mixed or inflammatory strictures with 0.67 +/- 0.21 sensitivity, 0.73 +/0.13 specificity, and 0.71 +/- 0.11 accuracy. On the basis of our preliminary data it
seems that ADC*SUVmax, a combined biomarker unique to PET/MR-E that
combines the metabolic consumption of glucose, derived from PET, and the
diffusivity of water, measured by MR, performed best in the assessment of fibrosis.
Computed

tomography

enterography

(CT-E)

and

magnetic

resonance

enterography (MR-E) can evaluate the entire gastrointestinal tract and bowel wall,
and have demonstrated high accuracy for evaluating Crohn's disease activity

15,16

.

Prior studies have shown both CT-E and MR-E to have moderate accuracy for
distinguishing fibrotic from inflammatory strictures, with relatively low sensitivity as
well as difficulty evaluating mixed inflammatory-fibrotic strictures 9,10. A more recent
study demonstrated high accuracy for detection of Crohn's disease bowel strictures
requiring mechanical intervention using a combination of FDG PET/CT and
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transabdominal ultrasound7. However, this study was limited by lack of full thickness
bowel histology to document presence or absence of fibrosis.
Our results indicate that PET/MR-E may have a role in differentiating purely fibrotic
strictures that will require mechanical therapy from mixed or inflammatory strictures
in which medical therapy will be primary treatment. Importantly, our data suggest
that a hybrid biomarker incorporating both MRI and PET information performs better
for stricture evaluation than either modality alone. On the basis of these initial
results PET/MR-E may be a useful noninvasive imaging tool in Crohn's disease
patients with obstructive symptoms and a high clinical suspicion of strictures. In fact
PET/MR-E provides all of the clinical information (e.g. length of bowel involvement,
peristaltic activity, and penetrating complications) of standard MR-E, with the added
benefit of quantitative biomarkers of activity to help discriminate fibrotic from
inflammatory strictures.
Limitations to our study include the consensus reading and the small number of
patients and bowel segments evaluated. Also, the requirement for full thickness
histology for reference favored the inclusion of fibrotic strictures, explaining the
relatively few (7/33, 21%) bowel segments with purely inflammatory strictures
compared to those (26/33, 79%) with fibrosis. Moreover, the better performance of
ADC*SUVmax compared to SUVmax alone, is not statistically significant
A larger study would be advisable to confirm these preliminary results.
In conclusion, PET/MR-E represents a new imaging tool for non-invasive
differentiation of fibrotic from inflammatory Crohn's disease strictures
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Table 1
Technical details of PET/MR-E

VIBE: volume interpolated breath hold T1 weighted. STIR: short tau inversion recovery. DWI:
diffusion weighted imaging. HASTE: half Fourier single shot fast spin echo T2 weighted. FS: fat
saturated. iPat: integrated parallel acquisition technique. TR: time of repetition. TE: time of echo.
NEX: number of excitations. FOV: field of view. FA: flip angle. TI: time of inversion. SPAIR:
spectral adiabatic inversion recovery. BP: bed position. AW OSEM 3D: 3 dimensional attenuation
weighted ordered subsets expectation maximization iterative reconstruction algorithm
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Table 2
Comparison of PET/MR-E quantitative imaging biomarkers for active
inflammation and fibrosis
Parameter

Active
Inflammation only

Fibrosis plus active
inflammation

Fibrosis only

T2 SI
ADC
SUVmax
T2SIxSUVmax
ADC x SUVmax

627.7 ± 184.3
1242.6 ± 133.2
2.0 ± 1.9
1275.5 ± 1248.1
2516.0 ± 2364.7

815.0 ± 204.4
1301.1 ± 323.5
3.8 ± 1.1
3233.3 ± 1502.5
4894.7 ± 1665.9

735.8 ± 282.7
1180.5 ± 234.1
1.87±0.71
1400.6 ± 855.4
2206.1 ± 813.4

P-value
(Student’s
t test)
0.63
0.32
0.016*
0.046*
0.009*

Values reflect mean +/- standard deviation for bowel segments within each histologic category.
Asterisks indicate statistical significance.
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Table 3
Test performance characteristics of PET/MR-E quantitative biomarkers for
detecting intestinal fibrosis
Imaging criteria for
fibrosis

Accuracy (%)

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

ADC*SUV < 3000

75.8

81.8

72.7

T2 SI*SUV < 2000

60.6

63.6

45.5

SUV < 2.5

69.7

81.8

63.6

ADC < 1250

51.5

54.5

50.0

T2 SI < 750

51.5

63.6

45.5
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Figure 1.
54-year-old man affected by Crohn’s disease.
Axial T2 weighted HASTE (A), axial PET (B), axial fused T2 weighted HASTE/PET image (C), ADC
map (D), coronal T2 weighted HASTE (E), fused coronal T2 weighted HASTE/PET(F), and
corresponding level lower (G) and higher magnification (H) haematoxylin and eosin stain. A stricture
(arrow) within the ascending colon is devoid of significant FDG uptake (B) and low ADC values in
(D). Same level H&E stain demonstrates a severe degree of fibrosis (★); mucosa, submucosa and
muscolaris are sparsely infiltrated by inflammatory cells.
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Figure 2.
66 year old woman affected by Crohn’s disease.
Axial fused T2 weighted HASTE/PET image (A), Coronal PET (B), Coronal T2 weighted HASTE (C),
axial T2 weighted HASTE (D), axial b-50 DWI image (E), ADC map (F), and corresponding (G)
haematoxylin and eosin stain. A stricture (arrow) within the terminal ileum displays marked FDG
uptake (B) and presents high ADC values in (F). Same level H&E stain demonstrates a severe
degree of fibrosis (★); mucosa, submucosa and muscolaris are moderately infiltrated by
inflammatory cells (¢).
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Figure 3.
42-year-old man affected by Crohn’s disease.
Axial fused T2 weighted HASTE/PET image (A), Coronal PET (B), Coronal T2 weighted HASTE (C),
axial T2 weighted HASTE (D), axial b-50 DWI image (E), ADC map (F), and corresponding lower
(G) and higher magnification (H) haematoxylin and eosin stain. A stricture (arrow) within the proximal
ileum is markedly FDG avid (B) and shows high ADC values in (F). Same level H&E stain
demonstrates an ulcer (empty arrow); mucosa, submucosa and muscolaris are severely infiltrated
by inflammatory cells (¢). No fibrosis is identified.
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